
193. Terra Cotta warriors from mausoleum of the first Qin emperor of China 

Qin Dynasty. C. 221-209 B.C.E. Painted terra cotta (2 images) 

 Video at Khan academy 

 a form of funerary art buried with the emperor in 210–209 BCE and whose purpose was to protect the emperor 

in his afterlife. 

 discovered in 1974 by local farmers in Lintong District, Xi'an, Shaanxi province 

 The figures vary in height according to their roles, with the tallest being the generals. The figures include 

warriors, chariots and horses. Estimates from 2007 were that the three pits containing the Terracotta Army held 

more than 8,000 soldiers, 130 chariots with 520 horses and 150 cavalry horses, the majority of which remained 

buried in the pits nearby Qin Shi Huang's mausoleum.[2] Other terracotta non-military figures were found in 

other pits, including officials, acrobats, strongmen and musicians 

 The construction of the tomb was described by historian Sima Qian (145–90 BCE) in his most noted work Shiji, 

written a century after the mausoleum's completion. Work on the mausoleum began in 246 BCE soon after 

Emperor Qin (then aged 13) ascended the throne, and the project eventually involved 700,000 workers. 

 It was written (by an early historian in china): the First Emperor was buried with palaces, towers, officials, 

valuable artifacts and wondrous objects. According to this account, 100 flowing rivers were simulated using 

mercury, and above them the ceiling was decorated with heavenly bodies below which were the features of the 

land (there was no specific mention in the history of the terra cotta army) 

 Some accounts say that the tomb was plundered by a rival after his death – there is no indication of this from 

archeologists 

 The Terracotta Army is part of a much larger necropolis. The entire necropolis built for the emperor 

covering a large area was found surrounding the first emperor's tomb mound. The earthen tomb mound 

is located at the foot of Mount Li and built in a pyramidal shape with Qin Shi Huang’s necropolis 

complex constructed as a microcosm of his imperial palace or compound.[16] The warriors stood guard to 

the east of the tomb. 

 It consists of several offices, halls, stables, and other structures placed around the tomb mound, which is 

surrounded by two solidly built rammed earth walls with gateway entrances. Up to 5 metres (16 ft) of 

reddish, sandy soil had accumulated over the site in the two millennia following its construction, but 

archaeologists found evidence of earlier disturbances at the site. During the excavations near the Mount 

Li burial mound, archaeologists found several graves dating from the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, where diggers had apparently struck terracotta fragments. These were discarded as worthless 

and used along with soil to back fill the excavations 

 The tomb appears to be a hermetically-sealed space the size of a football pitch. The tomb remains unopened, 

possibly due to concerns about preservation of its artifacts.[18] For example, after the excavation of the 

Terracotta Army, the painted surface present on some terracotta figures began to flake and fade.[20] The lacquer 

covering the paint can curl in fifteen seconds once exposed to Xi'an's dry air and can flake off in just four 

minutes 

 The terracotta army figures were manufactured in workshops by government laborers and local craftsmen using 

local materials. Heads, arms, legs, and torsos were created separately and then assembled.[30] Eight face moulds 

were most likely used, with clay added after assembly to provide individual facial features.[31] It is believed that 

the warriors' legs were made in much the same way that terracotta drainage pipes were manufactured at the 

time. This would classify the process as assembly line production, with specific parts manufactured and 

assembled after being fired, as opposed to crafting one solid piece and subsequently firing it. In those times of 
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tight imperial control, each workshop was required to inscribe its name on items produced to ensure quality 

control. This has aided modern historians in verifying which workshops were commandeered to make tiles and 

other mundane items for the terracotta army. Upon completion, the terracotta figures were placed in the pits in 

precise military formation according to rank and duty. 

 The terracotta figures are life-sized. They vary in height, uniform, and hairstyle in accordance with rank. 

Originally, the figures were also painted with bright pigments, variously coloured pink, red, green, blue, black, 

brown, white and lilac.[32][33] The coloured lacquer finish and individual facial features would have given the 

figures a realistic feel. However, much of the colour coating had flaked off or become greatly faded 

 Most of the figures originally held real weapons such as spears, swords, or crossbows, and the use of actual 

weapons would have increased the figures' realism. Most of the original weapons, however, were looted shortly 

after the creation of the army, or have rotted away. Nevertheless, many weapons such as swords, spears, battle-

axes, scimitars, shields, crossbows, and arrowheads were found in the pits.[22][36] Some of these weapons, such as 

the swords are sharp and were coated with a 10–15 micrometre layer of chromium dioxide and kept the swords 

rust-free for 2,000 years.[37][38][39] The swords contain an alloy of copper, tin, and other elements including nickel, 

magnesium, and cobalt.[40] Some carry inscriptions that date manufacture between 245 and 228 BCE, indicating 

they were used as weapons before their burials 

 An important element of the army is the chariot, of which four types were found. In battle the fighting chariots 

formed pairs at the head of a unit of infantry. The principal weapon of the charioteers was the ge or dagger-axe, 

an L-shaped bronze blade mounted on a long shaft used for sweeping and hooking at the enemy. Infantrymen 

also carried ge on shorter shafts, ji or halberds and spears and lances. For close fighting and defence, both 

charioteers and infantrymen carried double-edged straight swords. The archers carried crossbows, with 

sophisticated trigger mechanisms, capable of shooting arrows farther than 800 metres (2,600 ft 
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